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By Lawrence F. Lowery
Illustrated by Ati Forberg
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he I Wonder Why series is a set of science books created speciﬁcally for young learners who
are in their ﬁrst years of school. The content for each book was chosen to be appropriate for
children who are beginning to construct knowledge of the world around them. These young
children ask questions. They want to know about things. They are more curious than they
will be when they are a decade older. Research shows that science is students’ favourite subject when
they enter school for the ﬁrst time.
Science is both what we know and how we come to know it. What we know is the content knowledge that accumulates over time as scientists continue to explore the universe in which we live. How
we come to know science is the set of thinking and reasoning processes we use to get answers to the
questions and inquiries in which we are engaged.
Scientists learn by observing, comparing and organising the objects and ideas they are investigating. Children learn the same way. The thinking processes are among several inquiry behaviours that
enable us to find out about our world and how it works. Our five senses – sight, hearing, touch, smell
and taste – provide our brains with information about our world. The senses enable us to distinguish
one object or event from another. They help us successfully navigate our world, interpret our environment and understand what’s happening around us. They warn us of dangers and provide us with
pleasant memories.
Each of our senses has its own neural operating system. Each sense organ – the eye, the ear, the skin,
the nose and the tongue – takes in environmental information through specialised cells with sensory
receptors. That information is transformed into electrical signals that can be read by the brain. These
signals are processed in their own respective areas of the brain, which then integrates this sensory information and puts the pieces together. The brain uses the information your senses provide to form useful
representations that tell you how to best interact with your environment.
These books about our senses do not try to explain how senses work, but rather present information to sharpen the reader’s awareness of their senses and help develop the skills that aid in gathering
information and extending perceptions. Fragrant as a Flower explores smells. We smell with our noses,
and smells can conjure memories of events and often involve emotions. Quiet as a Butterfly emphasises that we hear and learn with our ears. Look and See introduces the richness of sight. Seeing with
our eyes is a powerful sense for learning about the world around us. How and how well we know about
something depends on the skill and thoroughness with which we use our senses.
Books in this series use different approaches to take the reader through simple, real-world information. One book is expository, providing factual information. A couple are narratives that take the reader
on journeys of the senses. Different literary ways of presenting information bring the content to the reader
through a variety of instructional avenues. The illustrations add detail and sometimes humour.
Unlike didactic presentations of knowledge, the content is woven into each book through the
reader’s point of view. The content is subtle but powerful and memorable, not memorisable. The science
activities in the Parent/Teacher Handbook at the back of each book enable learners to conduct their own
investigations related to the content. The materials needed for these activities can be obtained easily,
and the activities have been tested with children to be sure they are age appropriate. After the reader
completes a science activity, re-reading or referring to the book and talking about connections with the
activity can be a deepening experience that stabilises the learning as a long-term memory.
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I can hear the
milk bottles banging,
doors slamming,
a big clock chiming,
a baby crying.
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Golden flower,
I wonder why
I can’t hear you.
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One day, I listened.
I listened to all the sounds I heard.
I listened, and I wondered.

Yellow butterfly,
I wonder why
I can’t hear you.
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I can hear the
clock ticking,
birds singing,
roosters crowing,
dogs barking.
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Parent/Teacher Handbook

Inquiry Processes
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Quiet as a Butterfly stresses listening as an
observational skill. The sounds that the young
boy hears pertain to particular places or times
of day. The reader should sense, through visual
and contextual clues, the flow of time through
the boy’s day, even though time is never explicit
in the story.
Nearly every page of this book introduces
organisms. Many organisms produce sounds,
but some make sounds that our ears cannot
hear. The statement “I wonder why I can’t hear
you” invites readers to think about sounds that
are too soft or too high for their ears to detect.

Content
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Our everyday life includes many sounds. Even if
our hearing is good, many of these sounds we do
not hear – but we could if we would only listen.
This is a listening book. In it, a young boy “listens” his way through a school day. He realises
he can hear more sounds if he listens closely,
but some sounds cannot be heard because of
their intensity or pitch.

cannot normally hear. The physician uses a
stethoscope to bring information to their ears
that their eyes cannot see. Hearing aids enable
people who are hard of hearing to hear better.
Scientists often use listening devices to gather
sounds from outer space or from the depths of
the oceans. Hearing and technological extensions of hearing (e.g. sonar) give us knowledge
of happenings at a distance.
On Earth, vibrations of matter such as air,
water or a solid material create sound. No sound
occurs in a vacuum. When a person speaks, the
vocal cords vibrate, causing the air passing out
of the lungs to vibrate. The vibrations are bands
of compressed air followed by bands of less compressed air. The vibrations are somewhat like
ripples on the surface of water.
Volume, which we use to describe how loud
a sound is, is a function of wave height. The
higher the wave, the louder the sound. Pitch,
which we use to describe high and low sounds,
is a function of the wave frequency (the number
of waves per second). The greater the frequency,
the higher the sound.
The shape of our ears helps collect sounds
and direct them into our auditory canal. Our
auditory system then enables us to identify and
recognise sounds, words and music.
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Introduction

Next to our sense of sight, hearing is probably
our most useful sense. We communicate by
talking to each other, and we have invented
instruments that enable us to hear sounds we
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Our sense of hearing cannot be shut off as
our sense of sight can when we close our eyes.
Sounds enter our ears at all times, even when
we are asleep. But our brain can dim out sounds
around us so that we can focus our attention on
sounds we choose to hear.
This book provides a descriptive focus on
the many sounds and sound-makers in a child’s
world and stresses the importance of attending
to and differentiating sounds.

Listening to Verbal Directions
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To improve the reader’s ability to listen carefully,
play Simon Says. Pretend you are Simon and tell
the reader what they must do. The reader must
only obey commands that begin with the words
“Simon says”. If you say, “Simon says touch your
nose”, then the reader must touch their nose. But
if you say only, “Touch your nose”, the reader
must not touch their nose. Stress the importance of listening carefully to follow directions.

Science Activities

Listening to Verbal Information

Identifying Patterns in Sounds

In a room with five or more people, tell the
reader you will describe someone in the room.
Describe the person gradually. For example,
say, “I am thinking of a person with brown hair
… blue eyes … who is a girl … who is wearing a
white dress …” As soon as the reader recognises
who the person is from the verbal descriptions,
they should say, “I have enough information.”
Then, the reader can identify the person.
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Play a tapping game with the reader. Tap evenly
several times on a table or desk. Ask how many
taps were heard, or have the reader repeat the
number of taps. With practice, the reader can
reproduce different rhythms and changes
between loud and soft.
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Human Ear Diagram
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Cochlea
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Stapes
Incus
Ear Canal
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Eustachian
Tube

Eardrum
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Identifying Objects That Make
Sounds

Ed

Make a recording of sounds from home (e.g.
whistling tea kettle, washing machine or dryer,
vacuum cleaner, ticking clock, ringing alarm
clock, egg beater). Have the reader describe
the sounds and identify the various objects that
make the sounds.
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The place where a sound originates is sometimes difficult to determine. Our ability to locate
such places improves with practice.
Have the reader sit near the centre of a room.
Blindfold the reader and stand in front of them
and demonstrate the sound you will make. The
sound might simply be a snap of your fingers or
a one-tone sound-maker. Have the reader look
straight ahead while you move around the room
and make the sound. The reader then points
to the direction from which the sound comes.
Note where the reader points, and keep a record
of where the sound is most difficult to hear.
Sometimes make the sound below or above the
reader’s head. With practice, the reader’s ability
to locate sounds will improve.
Vary the activity by playing music in the
background. The music will require the reader
to concentrate more intently on the sound you
make. You can also change the activity by having the reader press one ear closed while they

try to locate sounds. Then, make the sounds
again from the same locations when the reader
has both ears open. Compare the differences in
the reader’s ability to locate the sounds. Do the
same with the reader’s other ear closed.
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Locating the Source of Sounds
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